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Walking the Line with 

Commitment 

On January 21st, we were sporting red, carrying 
signs, and waving OECTA flags as we stood together 
for quality education. 

We voted a resounding 97.1% in support of job 
action because we know our students and we know 
what they need. 

We do not accept the loss of the Local Priorities 
Fund, we do not accept class size increases, we do 
not accept the government’s refusal to commit to 
the full-day Kindergarten program, and we do not 
accept mandatory e-learning.  We do not accept a 
regressive political agenda. 
 
We feel the impact of governmental cuts as class 
sizes grow and student course options are reduced.  
We know these cuts are deep and long lasting. 

We are grateful for the support of students, 
parents, community members, and of our affiliates 
including, APSSP, CUPE, ETFO, and OSSTF, who 
showed solidarity by walking with us and by  
providing warm beverages, baked goods, supportive 
conversations, and encouraging honks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

January 21, 2020 - OECTA Province-Wide Strike   
Teachers in DPEU and DPSU took to the picket lines with vigor. 

OECTA JOB ACTION! 
Dufferin-Peel Secondary Unit and Dufferin-Peel Elementary Unit 
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At MPP Constituency Offices   
Many teaching staff walked the streets surrounding 
local MPP offices to have our presence seen and 
voices heard. We were encouraged by members of 
the public especially on busy main roads like 
Lakeshore and Dixie. A special shout out to the 
enthusiastic supporters in a SUV that circled the 
block many times with chants, honks, drumming 
and whistling as they sported OECTA and other 
Teaching affiliate wear. 

 

 

The Picket Sign Says it All! 

 

 
 

 

 

The Vibe on the Line 
The speakers, the playlists, the music, the chants,  
the good attitudes, and of course, the speducci all 

go a long way on the picket line.   Keep the line 
moving, bring your energy, and continue to cultivate 

positivity. We are in this together.     

 

Strike Paraphernalia! 
Thank you to those who volunteered their time to 
make picket signs, stuff picket backpacks, and load 
up boxes with OECTA hats, scarves, neck warmers, 
flags, etc., for over 150 elementary and secondary 
schools combined. 

Keep your picket paraphernalia in hand should we 
need it. 
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Demonstrating in Solidarity 
On January 21st DPEU and DPSU formed 30 high-
energy picket lines across Dufferin-Peel.  We 
demonstrated the level of frustration felt by OECTA 
members province-wide as we continue to be fed 
lies from the Minister of Education and undermined 
by Ontario’s Premier.  We will not stand idly by as 
attempts are made to dismantle not only what we 
have built but continue to cultivate. We will walk 
the line again for full-day kindergarten, 
pedagogically sound class sizes, adequate funding 
for students with special needs, and ultimately for 
the respect we deserve for the work we do.  We will 
continue to disrupt.  It is not business as usual and it 
will not be until we ratify a fair deal for teachers 
and for our students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


